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Three experiments con

Abstr CC

nod with teaching mathematical concepts to

and 3-year-olds were carried omit. The first eNper init..thich children

were taught the concepts "Eat" and "skinny " showed that an e p icit verbal

representation of the intrinsic conceptual problem was a h more powerful

instruction technique than formulation in

("Find the rai

of an extrinsic reinforcer

as in a classic discrimination learning problem. The

results also demonstrated that a variety of concrete examples has an adverse

`feet on learning when the number of exemplars exceeds the minimum necessary

for complete logical definition of a relational concept.

The second study, on teaching the concept "round," employed verbal

It investigated the gwestion of howrules in all instructic al coed

much verbalization on the part of the teacher aud what f

4 1 4

-iables facilitated learning to a statisticail. i

action on the

rsf rtsc, 1.-imr.nV01

icant degree.

The third study, on methods of teaching 2- and 3 -year-olds the concep

`square," compared the effectiveness of differe forms of verbal representation

when combined with visual and proprioceptive feedback. The two exper mentalexperimental

instructional variables were number of verbal contexts and use cf contrastive

terms in the correction procedure. For children who had already learned the

meaning of "round," round-square confusions were reduced when the teacher

contrasted the terms "round" and "square" in the correction procedure. A

contrastivaterm was of no use to a child who did not already new its

meaning. Confusions between square and shapes other than round were reduced

when the teacher presented the tern "square" in a variety of exbal contexts

and the child responded by using a square object of action contexts.
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The concepts, "fat" and "ski y
II II ound" and "square," were vehicles

in a search for ways to teach mathematical concepts tc 2- and 3-year-old

children. Originally, this search was directed by some ideas about modes

of representation proper for instructing children at pa cular developmental

levels, These ideas t.ere based on Brunet's (1966) theory in which he describes

three forms that c iVe mops of the world may a- ssume--enactive, ikonic,

and symbolic. The enactive mode encodes events in terms of action, the ikonic

mode of

such as language. Bruner (196

a new area are best learned

symbolic mode in terms of arbitra- 3

advanced the notion that concepts in

struction follows the developmental ord

the three modes: enactive, ikonic, and symbolic. Applied to teaching ext remely

young children whose senantic systems arc still fairly rudimentary (McNeill,

1970). this theoretical position could st, th nacti

representation makes possible instruction in more advanced concepts than

would he ise be possible at given age d second, that once language

has developed to a sufficient degree, verbal concepts may benefit from prior

training in their enactive or ikenic

l'±Tsit1118211LIFLat.k-mL

The first study tested this hypothesis through an attempt _ o develop an

instructional sequence for teaching two concepts of intensive quantification:

and "skinny." in the initial phase, which took the form of a classical

discrimination learning experiment, twelve 3 -year' -old children attending the

Children's Center (described in more detail later) were required to discover

under which of two cans or box a raisin had been placed. When the concept
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leas- d was "fat," the raisin was always under the container with the

larger diameter; when "skinny" waj the concept, the raisin was to be found

under the container with the smaller diameter. To find the raisin consistently,

the child had to induce the quantitative concepts o ikonic and enactive

information. Seeing the cans allowed a visual image of the concepts to be

formed,

the material far enactive representation. In the initial instructional

sequence, the two cans were exactly alike save for their diameters. Thus, the

materials

the act of lifting the cans to look for the raisins provided

imally abstract a noise-free informationally, and the child

presumably had to do a minimum .mount of mental abstraction to learn the

conceptual principle.

Half the children were caught using the minimum number of examples

define each concept unambiguously. The other half children were prese

with an extra example of the concept as well. What this meant in practice

was that one group received two e samples of the concept (Fig. la, lb) while

the other group received three (Pi- la, lb, lc). A single example, as

Fig, la, leaves the principle ambiguous: the left one could be correct _her

Insert Fig. lb, lc about here

td

because of relative or absolute size. A pair of examples, as in Fig. 1a and lb,

resolves ambiguity in favor of relative diameter. Apparently, complete

visual definition of the concep al to the teaching of children and

adults who lack a verbal definition of the concept in this situation. Thus,

all experiments -in which children and adults have successfully transposed

relational size concepts to a complete range of new examples without b

able to verbalise the, principle, have involved two different exemplars at the

F'
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training stage Beaty and Weir, 1966; Gun :: .ales and Ross, 1958; Hunter, 1952;

Johnson and Bailey, 1966; Johnson and Zara, 1960; Sherman and Strunk, 1964;

Zdiler and Paalberg 1964; and Zeiler, 1966).

Additional examples, like Fig. for no additional information from a

1 point of view. The que ti.on was who they would do so from a

psycho1ogica1 point of view. The examples were intermixed and the order was

basically a random one. The day after the presentation of gives-r concept

was complete, the sa-:, concept was presented in a verbal form. Visual

information was sti=ll present - -the child could see the pairs of stimuli --but

now the child was told: "Put this block in the fat can" or "Put this block in

the skinny can." The conceptual problem is now a deductive one: to learn to

apply the genera zatien "fat" or "skinny" to concrete situations. The

enact gona, for the child no longer manipulates the .-.,
oli .

The sequence of problems in verbal form was to serve as a posttest to assess

the effects of the nonverbal training procedure.

The "fat-skinny" study has been described in detail just sufficient
fi

to present the results that are relevant to the studies which follow in this

paper. The rain outcome gas that the basic nonverbal training procedure was

a complete failure; only one child out of the twelve mastered the first and

simplest learning sequence to the criterion of eight correct in. a within

the first 24 is, or 12 in a row thereafter.

Despite this failure, was decided to give the verbal posttest anyway

to see what could be learned from Applying the same criterion of eight

correct in a row co the 18 items of the posttest, ten children out of 12 met

the criterion for one or both of the concepts "fat" and "skinny."

As far as the extra example was concerned, it seemed to have a negative

effect on learning. Those children who were given an extra instance of the



two concepts fared worse in their ability to apply the corresponding verbal

labels "fat" and "skinny" on the posttest, to an analysis of

variance, this finding attained the .05 level of statistical significance.

If verbal concepts are the ultimate pedagogical goal, then purely

nonv b-1 means appear, at best, very inefficient, according to these

results. Many studies have shown that verbal labels aid in the discovery

of solutions to nonverbal concept attainment problems, and a large number

of others have indicated that verbalization makes conceptual principles

transferable to new situations, Few studies involving nonverbal -responses,

however, have addressed themselves to demonstrating the value of formulating

the conceptual problem itself in verbal.tcrms.

Reese's (1966) study of intermediate size discrimination and transposition

is directly to the point here. One group of children from 34 to 63 months of

age was told during training that the reward was under the "medium" stimulus;

another group was told nothing about where to find the reward. Thu

group learned the initial discrimination faster and transposed the principle

to more examples at varying distances from the original pair, even though

the concept "medium" was no longer labeled for either group during the

transposition tests. Disambiguation. of size discrimination problems by

verbally defining the solution as relational after nonverbal training was

found to lead to relational choices on transposition tests for 5- to 7-year-olds.

Similarly, verbal. definition of the solution as absolute led to absolute choices

on transposition tests (Zeiler, 1967).

Emphasis shoUld be placed on the function of the label in expressing the

true goal of the problem. Under these conditions, a 1,abel gives the child

information about why he is wrong if Fie fails to make a correct choice. But

verbal labels may also be introduced ender conditions where they do not



represent the -011 of the problem and therefore cannot give informative.

feedback to the child. Under these conditions, verbal labels do not help

transposi ion learning (Tighe & 'lil e, 1969).

As far as the number of instances optimal ning a concept is

concerned, these results

iodic lag that additiont.l con

accord with those from other studies

:samples of a concept more often impede
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learning than help it, The literature in this area ould perhaps best be

synthesized by saying that examples must be learned 1,, 11 to be of use, and

that a balance must be maintained between memory load and complete definition

of the concept (Amster and MEtrascuilo, 1965; Marascuilo and Amster, 1966).

These considerations led to the design of instructional procedures that

would use a concept's name while trying to teach s semantic content. The

adverse influence of the additional example of "fat" and "skinny" cans probably

stemmed, at least in part, from the fact that all examples were presented

before any single one was mastered. For this reason it was decided that in

future teaching procedures mastery in applying the concept within a particular

concrete situation would be requisite to going on to a new situation. Examples

beyond those required for ,plcte conceptual definition were also to

avoided.

Based on these results, the next study compared methods for teaching

the geometric concept "round."

Teaching

Granted that at least some verbal rules are called for when working

with 3- year -olds, one question still to be answered was how much verbalization

to introduce and at t stage in the learning process. A second question

involved the forms of action that are most productive for conceptual learning

The study on teaching "f and "skinny" demonstrated that mere manipulation

of objects exemplifying

Montessori method emphasizes a certain rms of action in the so-called

"self- teach L "

conceptual relationships is not sufficient. The

'-1 ( Hontessori, 1966). This type of action consists

of manipulation with corrective feedback; ,an example is the action involved

in fitting puzzle pieces tog-
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Three teaching methods compared; all involved the same sequence

of stimulus displays. In each display, the child was asked to pick out the

'round" one. Round sometimes meant a piece of wood, a hole, or a cup. The

displ4s'involved two or e stimuli, and "round" was contrasted with

triangular, square, kidney-shaped, and hexagonal. Sometimes shape was the

only variable; in other displays, color was introduced. as an irrelevant variable.

The displays were arranged from easy to hard on an a priori basis

In all conditions the child was told whether he was right or wrong

and induced to correct an incorrect response; he was also rewarded with a

raisin when he was right and lost one when he was . This reinforcement

or feedback procedure was designed to maximize learning for all childien, and

it was based on the results of a nuzr of different studies (Eisenberg, 1966;

Gollln, 1966; Moyer and Seidman, 1960; and Zigler and deLabry, 1962).

tir

Under the tirst instructional condition, the t r u d rGI"ei

nd" and the child manipulated the stimuli and received the corrective

feedback of the Montessori type. The second method was identical except

that the child manipulated the stimuli without receiving any corrective

feedback for his action. In practice, this meant that whereas in the first

condition the round stimulus was the only one that could fit somewh

(for example into a round hole), in this condition aja stimulus would fit into

the large oval hole where the child had been asked to place the "round" one.

The third condition was like the first, except that the label "round" was not

used until the beginning of the second half of the training. Up to that point

the child was asked merely to find the one that "fit," that is, a piece to fit

a hole. There was also a control group who received ne training.
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There w 10 children in the study ranging from 2 to 3 years of

All the children were given a test before and after

displays consisted of new or t

ining. Half the test

stimuli riot used in the training, while

the other half were included in the training. iiaif the transfer items and

half t familiar items sed the verbal concept "round" in the instructi.ens

but provided no action feedback, the other half provided only action

feedback. The items on the Cost =we '0 r .ndo my ordered, and the children woe

in no way informed as to whether they had given a correct answer.

Although all throe of the training groups showed more positive change

from pre- to posttest thaR did the untrained control'group, the effect of

training on the total test or any of its component parts was not statistically

significant according to an analysis of variance. It is interesting to note,

h^t7.010,.. FhP lnropv difforpnr.e. horween the

occurred with respect to p

ntrol and training groups

vetneat on the verbal transfer items which,

11 be remembered, provided no action feedback. Similarly, the differe

bet

ces

eea.the changes producud. by the various training methods were not large

enough to be statistically significant,
either for the total test or for any

of its parts. Again, though, the largest gain occurred on the verbal transfer

s and was made by the group whose training had consisted of manipulation

with corrective action feedback, as well as labeling throughout.

ce the results of this study were largely negative, its main use

as a pilot to the next study to be described.

IsIstLar_21T--21

The "round" study suggested that if correct referential use of the

descriptive term "round," especially in new situations, was the ultimate
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goal of training, then "ma' pulation with corrective feedback plus labeling"

.ght be the best method. Consequently, the techniques for teaching "square"

were all based on this method, although the sequencing -s improved to reflect

order of difficulty that had emerged from the earlier data.

The principle question which this study asked was: Exactly what should

teacher say about the concept to be taught, granted that sortie sort of

verbal representation was critical.

.
Psychologists gene ly stress the relation bet en word and referent

their treatment of the development of word meanings. Linguistic

discussions of word meaning, in cont olve around the relation of words

to other words (Olson, 1968). l'he experiment on "fat" and "skinny," just

described, indicated that increasing the number of referential. relations of

er'rr "E = #rrirmzirirn gam AAVPruP Pff rr

upon learning the concept But what about increasing number of verbal

relations? How does variation in verbal context affect conceptual learning?

The particular way in which this question was applied to teaching the concept

"square" to 2- and 3-year-olds was derived from some Russian work on the

effect of variety of verbal and action contexts on very early vocabulary

learning. In one study by Kol'tsova (Razran, 1961), 20-month-old children

were presented with a doll 1300 times. To half the children, the doll was

presented in three contexts "Here is a doll," "Take the doll, and " "Give

me the doll." The other half were exposed to 30 different contexts. the same

three plu-, others like " "Rock the doll," "Feed the doll,`" and so forth. The

test was to "pick a doll "" out f an array including the experimental doll,

other dolls, and other toys; the hildren were to learn-the range of reference
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of the word "doll." Those children who had had the ape f 30 digfer ant

corite successful in discriminating dolls from ncon-d oL Is anal th ey

also responded to the task more quickly . Thus, the variety e f verbal and

actio contexts in which a word is placed has a positive effct on beaming_

referential meat-ling, independent of the variety of concrete r cf.e re nt s with

which the iaord is associated.

In another experiment, Rol' tsova (Razran, 196 9- or h. - old

children, showed that placing a word in a number of different! coat arts s

more effective in teaching the meaning of that word than eN)osilig the cLiild

to an equal number of referents or concrete examples:

Although the evidence points to the value of a variety e3f Lit-v.411/s.

contexts on the stimulus side and a variety of action contexts on the rspo-nse

side in te<achi ng concepts of all sorts, no one has investiVated dkis atiab-le

relation to learning analytic or attribute concepts. rte study- to b

described assessed the effect of variety of verbal conte.

vientiLng ,inf the geometric term "square I I

The role of verbal contrast= in fostering conceptual larnirig

ether issue taken up by this study. Brown (1958), Werner (l!/io ) , and

ifygotsky (1962). sug

and generalization.

learning situ

to both posit

g the

st that "true" concepts are a synthes is of dLs rim

ie

M10E1

In terms of the stimuli or examples 0 f a con=ept g vern in

this principle is tacitly assumed: the learrket7 is expose cIll

a and negative instances of the concept in qu _stLora. Virthirx

g cs, the role of contrast is more central and more explicLt iri its

Telatio to language learning. On the phonological level, for example, the

functic mal sound units--pho -arc traditionally def ined by Qppositi onaL
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pairs. Clearly, the contrast case dcf Ames the boundary of the phoneue corseevt

and thus is as crucial to its precise dofimition as the positive instance is

From a logical po in t of view, this i true of any concept . la perception, we

know from the work of Garner (1966) that the array of contrasting items

which.a particular item is found is cr tic al to its ident if icatior There

are indications froD work in West Africa (Creerifield, Reich & Olv r, 1966-

Price - Williams, 196) that the nat rre of the contra criti cal

in deterrr ling whether or riot a certain classificatory principle is brought into

play at all, and that this is more the case the less various clas if ica.tny

principles are integrated ngl unified system. S na l ly, it is cl car

from the work of Lantz and Stefflre (1964) that the value of a particular

11:nguistic encoding for identifying or m emboxing a s rnulus depends en the

array in which the stimulus is found or rnc7re accurately, her it

differentiates the referent from the other strieul in the array, Ecteridi

the role contras t, Olson (1970) has recently advanced a genera

semantic encoding as the partitioning of alternatives. Is it also time cae,

then, that the ease with ;.,Thich a conceptual label can be learned and. applied

to concrete s to derioteexampled depends en the existence of con -ting

the alternative stimuli in the array? This question ha.s never been asked

exper,,,,antally, although 13ereit r and Eng lraaan (Osborn, 1969) have exploited

the idea of a system of contrasting terms in teaching disadva_ a%ed press

children: they present attribute label_ from the outset in the company of their

polar opposites. Clap rede (Olsen, 1968) proved exp entally that

dissimilarity leads to awarenes Thus, one might hypothesize tliat contrasting

terms would be of value not only in promoting the bare lear ning of a pert icular

concept, but also i.n fos tering mscious control over conceptual knowledge.
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'The s Ludy to be described tract= in CO tlIC

correct; on pr oce duce and tested tie volue of do :"rig; for te act-1111.g the

me ning of to 2 and 3- yo_ 1c1, The particular on.tr st No

to 1u us ed were theref ore depend. - nt< of prarticular child's errors arid o.n

the tir taus arxa.y, The wav jn which. thzis worked in practice vi 11 become

clear wheel the teacrarr

Th Clti3zdrn

the

querice dad procedure bed ir. detail.

the s t jilp we the Children. Is Cell

Sy ramous Neu 'York, 'The Center, o j6a1i2ec a d ruff-i at_ thi:s tide by

Dr Bettye M. Czldvell e soh Eor chdldre i ro, the age of 6 notions

kindergre n (ealdweL 1 and Richrnorid, 19 68 ),

Thy or-ILL:Iran ranged from 2 ea.r , 6 months to 3 years, 1

Be <atisc oi< tl e sciel 1 rnakbers e t liege act no camp, 1i g . lL

th hi d available f-or the duration -of the study

had s i.bl do i n the 5 Ludy cot d knew the .corlee pt "square;" as evidenced

d. unless tbey

by a pezfeet sco

their averego age as 3 yea= , 7

h xe teg t - Four child

11s -The a-v

the _tt,i4iy wa 5 3 years l atontb, ruts

st_ tist lea lly s lgnif Ica

As fog: the sec ial. raake-op of the gro ups, ti

a trained pa E-ect. coce&,--;

calcIren

not

g-e age Eor

s light; coat rast

the

cot-wept at the outs et we re iddle,class white LI-dr ea The fourthwas a

-c las S black child. ti the g

ots. ly three ()tat of L8 et,E2 tar dl -cla

rp ho fell. d to achieve a perfect score,

hi to and en. back Thus, class

ba ckground .a big anal s tktis ti ly sisrr fi cant di fCereoce it al

level of knotfled go of tilt concept (Fisher 'rust, p , CS )
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pes

inea-

Eig.hteera children who did not downs trace perfect knowledge

g f "square" on the pre-tes participated in the study, The total

grevp of 18 cliildrcu was divided into three age levels. Within a given

level , chi 3.dr n were randomly

the s Ludy, 0-

of the five groups comprising

dr of these children were in a control group; they were

not taught the concept "square," but they were given the "square" test twice--

at the sane interval as the 12 children who were exposer to tine of four types

f e perm, nt.al teaching.

All tour groups who were exposed tc some form of experimental teaching

received the sonic sequence of i.ns true tonal materials (Fig. presented in

(lir fp,. 1-31' vav s, P sjr .= 11v. all these. children were gdvon Practice in picking

the sluacc stinullus front arrays which became increasingly- difficult as

the ins sequence progressed. word "square" was used in every

irtst uccie,nat coedit on, and every chile' handled the square sti=muli with

correct f edbacR at least some of the time. In other words, all four

teaching triethods were variants on what the "round" experiment had shown to

be the most prornising approach. Test c editions contrasted with teaching

in that there was no correct ive feedback for manipulatory action.

The first exp ristental variable was variety of context . The word "square"

a single verbal and acti

1'or example, LE the task Was

was presented to six of the 12 children.

to find a piece to fit a square hole, tiie child

would be eol "The square piece just IL is in here (teacher pointing to hole).

Can you find an4 put it other six child presented the
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word "square" in multiple verbal coot -is and consequently wavi-palated the

square stimulus in a variety of y ;nya. For these children, eight of the 23

instructional arays, shown i.r1 Fig. 2, were presented using thm type of

instructional s -lance just described. But two other types of verbal contexts

were also introduced: "Fu the square piece in this can" (eight ys shown

in Fig. and "Give me the square piece." (seven arrays sh in Fig. 2). The

corresponding aetio eats are clear, but it should be nfre that they

involved no corrective feedback; any piece in the arrayvould "fit' equally

well into the can or the teacher's hand.

Each of these instructional groups was also,divided ire half according

to the type of correct ion proced

procedure involved labeling the shape of the stimulus that had been wrongly

used. For half of each group the correction

picked.- This was the "contrastive terms" group. The other half of the gr u

cted the same way except: that the contrastive label was omitted. For

e?carnple, a child is presented with an array consisting of a square piece, a

round piece, and a square hole, and is told "The square piece just= fits

in this hole. Can you find it and put it in?" He r

round piece. If he is in the "co_nt_rastive t

p nds by choosing the

roup, ha is t-ld: "No

this Brie (teacher points to it) is round. This (teacher points to

he kaLIaL e one. Can you put it in?" If the child is not in the ne -astive

" group, he is si tply told "No, this (reacher points to

square one. Can you put it i if

Thus, four instructional groups are generated.

follows:

the word "square
errors are corrected by usin

the

art be described

presented in a variety of verb contexts, and

,rra contrastive to "square.
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the 46 ..*uare" is presented in a variety of verbal: contexts, and

errors are correctekidithout introducing airy contrastive terms.

Grow_ the word',.-"s " is presented a single verbal context and errors

are corrected by using a term contrastive to square."

gLc1.122±z the word "square" is presented in single verbal context and errors

are corrected without introducing any contrastive terns.

Procedure and Instructional

1"ssuare. All the children except one (who was added

to the study later because two children stopped corning to school) were given

tovea,-n" pre -test individually by erne of the regular teachers in the

school whom the children all knew. The one exception was tested by the author.

The same form was administered as a posttest by the author. Eight of the 12

children who were taught the meaning of "square" were retested the day after

their training was completed. The maximum interval from teaching to posttest

was eight days. The control croup was retested at the same time.

Following an introduction to the test situation, the child was given a

warm-up task in which he was given practice in taking the test without having

to discriminate shapes. The test proper, which followed, comprised 17 items

arranged in a random order (Fig.

insert

In each item, the task was to pick out

the square element from array and place it in an oval from which was

large enough so that all items fit equally well. Some of the displays (numbers

4, 11, 12,, 13, 16, and 17) later appeared in the teaching w terials, while all

the rest (numbers 1-3, 5-10, 14 -15) were to be found only on the test.

As to feedback, the tester could give general encouragement but no

specific information about whether a response was right or wrong.
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2StftLILLJTEq2112." The teaching was carried out by the author abo

five weeks after the testing. (The only exception was the one child added to

the study late who was trained two days after being tested.) Nine of the

children mas d the instructional materiels in one session, two required

two sessions, and one child took three sessions to master the sequence. None

failed.

The teacher introduced the instructional session by saying, "We are going

to play a game. Every time you are right, I will put a raisin in your cup.

When you make a mistake, I will take a raisin away and put it in my cup. O.K.?"

The child was also praised when right and corrected-when prong in one of the

ways demanded by the experimental design.

The sequence f materials, which was the same for all four experimental

c,rouDs. comprised five sections each of which had to be mastered before

proceeding; to the next, theoretically more difficult, one (F ig. 2). (The

brackets next t ions B and C indicate how they were further subdivided.)

Each section a made up of a se of conceptually related sftimulus arrays from

which the square item had to be selected. The order of difficulty of the various

Sections as based on the es it s of th

"round." y cases, this or-

ter study on teaching the concept

substantiated earlier research on stimulus

factors complicating the attainment of concepts ( .g., Mey__ 1968; Osier, 1966;

and Piaget, 1952).

talysis of data

The main analytic toolwas an analysis of variance and of covariance

(Steel and Torrie, 1960) in which the dependent variable was the change in

test scores from pre-test to posttest. Initial level of knowledge of the

concept "square, displayed on the pre-test, served as the covar able. It



thought that the use of initial core as a covariable would increase accuracy

in determining the effectiveness of the various instructional methods her taking

o account the "law of initial values ": the more initial errors, the more

room for improvement. This turned out to be the case. There was a correlation

of .27 between number of initial errors and amount of improvement. A co i5011

suggested by Steel and Torrie (1960 of the treatment variance before and

adjustment for initial level indicated that the introduction of the covaria

the analysis yielded a 9% gain in precision.

Although the variable of social class was supposed to be randomly distributed

rig the groups, the small number or faiddla-class e,itnn

impossible. In point of fact, two of the three middle -class children ended up

in Group 1 and the remaining one in Group 4. Although this study was not

concerned with the effect of social class, it did seem necessary to show, where

applicable, that group differences

in social c

ly attributable to differences

composition. Auxiliary analyses were used Lu Lliis

With a small sample, effects must be substantively large and consistent

among subjects to achieve statistical significance. Thus, it is well to bear

in mind that statistical significance in the present study indicates substantive

significance as well. In addition, an attempt has been made to account for the

behavior of every individual child through subsidiary analyses.

Results

Age was not a significant factor in determining either initial score or

improvement. Thus, the objective of comp ing various instructional techniques

terms of their effect for a single age group could be pursued, and age was

not taken into account in the remaining analyses. It must be remembered that

the children spanned only the range from 2 years, 3 oaths, to 3 years, 10 months
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and, in fact, the expected trend for older children to start out with higher

scores did appear.

The basic fact about the instructional procedures was that they were

successful. The average pr

was about 50% correct or 8.2

e for the entire roup of 18 children

total of 17 items. The control group

showed, on the average, no change on the posttest in their knowledge of the

concept "square." In contrast, the four instructional groups eliminated an

average of 5.3 errors or 56% of tll pre-test errors. Using data from all five

groups, analysis of cavariance, summarized in Table i, inoi that the vas lows

:ps did reliably differ from each other in amount of change from pre-

Table abou here

pasti st, controlling for initial set,- This overall effect attained the

.005 lev statistical signi_fiance. Even without statistical control

of initial level, however, the groups demon trat reliably different amounts

of improveme lt. The analysis of variance of the change scores yielded an

overall difference that was statistically significant at the .01 level (F

= 413).

ntimarsrt,s test for making a series of comparisons with the mean of a

single control group showed that each instructional group except the "single

context-contrastive terms" group was reliably different from the control group

at the .01 level of statistical significance. As in the remaining results to

be reported, this comparison relates to change scores corrected for initial

level of competence.

Let us now compare the four instructional groups with each other, rather

than with the control group,

variables were operating.

to see precisely how the two instructional
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Variet: of context exerted a strong positive influence on learning the

concept. A one-tailed t-test indicated that the effect of this factor was

statistically significant at the .025 levei 2.4). On the average, scores

(corrected for initial level ) improved 7.25 points more for the six children

exposed to "square" in a variety of contexts than for the six children exposed

to tie concept in a single context. (One point is given for each item correct.)

Although the level -f improvement was greater for the three middle -class

children, they did not deviate from the overall pattern. Table 2 makes this

point

Tab

The use of contrastive terms did not, in itself, affect learning the

'con pt. There was, however, a sizeable and unanticipated interaction between

lectors such tnat US UUlklLl. LiV -14

procedure did facilitate 4..leer ine when was used in combination with a
.

variety of contexts. A two-tailed t-test indicated that this interaction

effect achieved statistical significance at the .05 level (t --- 2.4; df 7).

One may conclude that contrastive terms are of use under conditions but

t others. An analysis of pre =test errors shows how the pr.4ex

system of conceptually related terms determines the effect of contrastive terms

learning a concept.

The analysis of errors on the "round" test i.n. the earlier study supported

the idea that identifying an ex.smple of the concept became more difficult

when the number of the array got larger and when i.t was necessary to

abstract the two - dimensional. shape from a three - dimensional object. An analysis

of errors on the "square" pre- test indicated that these factors were much less
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powerful. Instead, a tendency to confuse "round" and "square" merged as the

greatest source of e_ Table 3 uses the difference between the observed and

Table 3 about here

the chance rates of success for a given i.tenm as a measure of relative difficulty

and shows that the inclusion of a round lus increased the difficulty of an

array to a statistically significant degree (p .01 by a two - tailed median test).

What is the significance of this tendency to confuse round and square?

Is it simply attributable to the fact that certain children (randomly distributed

among groups) were exposed to the concept "round" in the 1 r study? This

not the case, for the "inexperienced "" group confuses round and square just as

often as the group who participated in the " "round" study. The earlier expo ience

with "round does not affect total either; the inexperienced group.

1 7 i Varn T.41 i 43

averages 8.. Thus, it appears that, somehow, "round"

l it

more basic,

perhaps the unmarked, concept in this particular situation.

The application of the unmarked-marked distinction originated by

Jakobson (1969) would lead to the fulluw in, hypothesis: the unmarked geometrical

shripr. " "round "" will be the first to be recognized such by the child and he

may take for granted that all geometric terms refer to this category. This

initial hypothesis must then be corrected through appropriate feedback. Indeed,

there is evidence of the marking process Lu the semantic development of

quantitative terms (Donaldson and Balfour, 1968; Donaldson and Wales, 1970).

The results of Donaldson and Balfour indicate that "more" is unmarked

relative to '1 Ss" for 3- year -olds interpret both " "more "" and "less" a.s "more."

The situat on analogous to the present one in which both "round" and " "square ""

are interpreted as "round."



This argument is based on the notion of a predetermined or nature

order of concept acquisition. The only tither possible explanation of the

""rte
-"square" confusion would be in terms of earlier geometrical teaching.

Since 12 of the 18 children -in this study had been in a previous systematic

study of geometrical discrimination conducted by Henning and Hayweiser (1968),

we have some evidence that bears upon this point. In that study, the children

were to learn a circle- triangle discrimination. First, they had to learn to

choose the arm of a T-maze containing a large triangular stimulus. Then the

rewarded stimulus was reversed and the children had to learn to choose the

"round arm" of the maze. Since all the children had. more e peri.ence with

the triangle as the positive stimulus than with the circle, and since only

three out of the 12 ever mastered the concept "round" in the reversal situation,

this nonverbal experience, if anything, should have worked in the di

diminishing the tendency to choose a round stimulus_ Therefore, these

experimental results tend to discredit specific experiences as the cri

factor generating the tendency to round-square confusions. Henning and

Hayweiser (Henning, personal communication, 1969) found, moreover, that

a definite tendency for the children to start out in their learning procedure

by choosing the arm of the maze containing the round sti ulus, even though it

appeared on the opposite side from the child's previously determined preferred

position. Thus, the shape " "round" seemed perceptually dominant for a substantial

e very same children even a year or more before the present study

n of

group

begun.

.that is interesting is the way in which previous experience with the

term " 0 nd" determines

procedure. In prac

7fect of using contrastive terms in the cor e

reduction of contrastive terms meant prig a



contras "square'' with "round or 50% of all errors during the teaching

phase consisted of mistaking round for square. It turns out that contrastive

terms do effectively reduce confusion between "round" and "square" if the child

has been systematically exposed to the semantics of "round" in the earlier

study in this project. It seems as though refraininc, from mention of the

term "round" is as effective for the "inexperienced" child as is the "round"-

"square contrast for the "experienced" child. From these data emerges the

idea of appropriate and inappropriate introduction of contrastive terms.

Contrastive terms really means the single term "round" here. "Appropriate"

applies both to the case where the terra "round" is not introduced because of

lack of requisite semantic experience and to the case where the term is

introduced because the relevant experience has been acquired through

participating in the earlier experiment.

Because the contrastive -terms variable seemed to have a specific effect

on round - square confusions, was thought that the number-of- contexts variab

might have a, specific effect on other types of confusion. Thus, multiple

verbal and action contexts might operate to help the child distinguish square

from other shapes perceptually less distinctive. This formulation led to the

prediction that those children appropriately introduced to contrastive terms

would show the greatest relative reduction in round -sqi are errors, and those

children exposed to "square" in multiple contexts would show the greatest

relative reduction in other types of error. Thus, every child was predicted to

fall above or below the median in relative reduction of round-square errors, and

above or below the median in relative reduction of other confusions. The

probability of correctly predicting both aspects of a child's behavior by

chance is .25. Eight out of 12 children conformed to the prediction for both
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poets of their behavior. out of three middle -class children and six

out of nine loner -class children conformed to the prediction.) The probability

of this occurring by chance is .0016 according to a two- tai.ltd binomial test.

Thus, the following pattern f effects seems to be a reliable one. For

children who have already learned the meaning of "round," round-squa

confusions are reduced when the teacher contrasts the meaning of " 0 d"

and "square "" during the correction procedure. For children who have riot already

learned the meaning of "round," round- square confusions are reduced when the

teacher demons _ices the weaning

term " "round "" during

_11 1_, _1timarm out., m not use the contrastive

correction procedure. Finally, multiple contexts help

all children distinguish square from other less dis incitve shapes.

Discussion

The overall success of the instructional methods are relevant to the

question of what modes of representation are most effect

2- and 3-year-old children. In all

m aningof " "square

representation

teaching

the children being, ugh the

ere presented during the teaching phas-

ode cimmirnppnliglv- rhp enactive, the ikonic, and

the symbolic. The enactive mode entered when the child picked up the square

object and did something with For some children, the particular act varied

from array to array. The stimulus arrays themselves furnished are ikonic

representation both of the class of square things and of contrasting classes

of geometric shapes. More important was the fact that the solution to the

problem was represented in all three odes. The word square" inserted into

a command provided a symbolic representation of the solution. There

moreover, perceptual cries and kinesthetic feedback on at

ere,

-third of

the training items in the form of something with which the square thing would
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fit. This additional square stimulus thus provided an ikonic and enactive

representation of the solution to the problem of discovering the referent of

the term "square."

The simultaneous representation of the problem in three modes during

teaching resulted in an ability to deal with the concept later in the

posttest when primarily diff ant exemplars were presented in a new action

context with no ikonic or enactive cues to the solution. During testing, the

only representation of the solution was the symbolic term "square." These

results suggest that the ideal sequence of representational modes for learning

symbolic concepts can be imagined as a gradual peeling away of enactive and

ikonic support from an originally trimodal representational structure.

Experiments by Carlson (1969), Peterson (1969), and Soenstrom (1966) comparing

motbnd Fnr rprichinv conservation of Quantity. as well as Kohnstamm's (1967)

work on classification, suggest that efficient learning depends on initial

access to a multimodal representation of the problem.

The contrast between this experiment where the child is faced with a

modal representation contrasts with the first study of teaching "fat" and

"skinny." There, although the.child has visual and kinesthetic contact with

exemplars, the solution (that is, the concept) is really not represented in

any mode at all. The "fat" and "skinny" posttest, in which the solution was

represented by a label, demonstrated the effectiveness of a verbal representation.

llem (1970) has found verbal representation of the goal state to facilitate

the solution of much more diffidalt 'Problems at later ages. The absence of any

representation of the solution or true goal is what is usually meant by the

term "discovery" learning. In the literature, it is opposed to directed
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ng or to "guided discovery." Evidence seems to be accumulating that

pure discovery is the least successful method for teaching specific concepts

and that it does not improve the transferability of a concept (Ker h and

Wittrock, 1967). Discovery methods seem to be useful when the aim is to teach

techniques of discovery, per se. If, however, the task is so difficult that

the learner does not succeed in discovering the concept, then the discovery

technique will not be inforced either (Kerslt and Wittr ck 1967). The

impossibility of discovering the concepts "fat" and "skinny" in the first

experiment suggests that other analytic concepts, indeed, most concepts upon

which school focuses, may he too difficult at young ages to be "discovered"

successfully. If so, then the practice of requiring discovery, as in the

methods used to teach_ "fat" and "skinny," not only fails to teach the concept

mn .01c: n digrmirnve the development of the discovery process itself.

A newly translated Soviet article (Pushkina, 1970) on the development of

the relational concept "smaller" indicates that "discovery" of the solution

to a nonverbal discrimination problem can also be most effectively promoted

by an initial trimodal representation of the concept. In a series f training

experiments with 1- to 5-year-olds, Fushkina found that a combination of

visual, verbal, and tactile activity with feedback was better than two other

hods. In one of the less successful training experiments, children were

asked to compare verbally the size of a number of different object pairs; in

the other one children manipulated pairs of objects in a way that required---

perceptual size comparisons. Again, effective sequencing goes from trimodal

representation to representation in a single mode and from highly informative

feedback to less informative feedback.
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The methods used to to ch "f 11
an i "skinny" contrasted those used

ach the concept "- square" in a second respect: two or three examples of

the concept had to be mastered s itnul tancously. -Its indicated that the

extra example actually hindered learning. in the methods used to teach the

meaning of "square," a given type of discrimination was always mastered before

the child was exposed to new examples. A th,rd riffle -ce from the earlier

study was the absence of prolonged repetition of stimulus displays. This

time it was possible to face each stimulus display only once, whereas in the

earlier study the minimum number of repetitions in the learning sequences was

four under two of the conditions. Repetition had had such a negative effect

on the children i.n the first study that it was almost impossible to complete

that experiment. This was one of the motives for making variety an explicit

-1,1, In k,.,

One feature that the two studies had in common was the use of both

material and verbal corrective feedback for right and wrong responses,

and self-correction for wrong responses. The results of the two experiments

clearly show that such theoretically optimal feedback is not a sufficient

condition for learning a given concept, although it may be effective when the

proper representational conditions are met.

While it is interesting to compare the methods used in the two studies,

the difference in the success of their teaching techniques could be due to any

or all of these three reasons and to some others besides. Nevertheless, it

seems useful both for future research and for practical application to make

these differences explicit.

Similarly, a comparison of the techniques used to teach "round" with

those used to teach "square" suggests some interesti=r g possibilities. The



variable in the "round" study dealt with the forms of action re resentation

and the timing of verbal re resentation Neither seemed to matter very much.

In the "square" study, the variables all involved the forms of verbal

representation, and the differences were much larger.

The untaught control group showed some improvement in the "round" study

whereas they did not in the "squaru" one. Perhaps it was natural to attach

a label to the most perceptually dominant category of stimuli, the round ones,

whereas it demanded more specific experience to label the less dominant "square"

category. This result, therefore, is another piece of evidence in favor of the

hypothesis that "round" is the unmarked or more basic geometric concept on which

the square category is superposed. Research on infant perception also points,

to round as the naturally more primitive geometric concept: infants between ten

and thirteen weeks of age will reliably follow a moving two-dimensional round

shape in preference to a similar square one (Graefe, 1963; described in Ressen,

Ilaith, and Salapatek, 1970). It is interesting that the natural dominance of

certain perceptual categories should influence the referential properties of

words 1,n semantic development. After the completion of the experiments described

here, Heider (1970, 1971) reported related evidence in the domain of color as

well as shape. Most relevant in the present context is the finding that shape

categories have natural focal points and that these are related to the use

and learning of shape terminology. Her data support, moreover, the notion that

round is a more basic or primitive concept than square.

The experiment on teaching "square" actually varied the form, of the verbal

context in which the term "square" was placed while holding all other factors

constant. Psychologists have tended to devote a great deal of energy to the

question of whother verbal representation enters into concept formation at all

and have generally neglected the problems of what form this representation

should take. It is, therefore, interesting that variables relating to form of

nfi-*
G
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verbal representation should turn out to be such powerful ones. This point is

especially .interesting since the children were so young. Clearly, the original

idea that pure action might be most suited Lo this development-1 level was

exploded by the results of several studies. The experiment on teaching "square"

seems to indicate that what is said about a given concept label is as important

to the development of the child's definition as whether the concept is labeled

at all. The main effect of a variety of verbal contexts on the stimulus side

to be in making exemplars of a given concept distinguishable from less

-ceptually dominant stimuli. When a more dominant category exists along a

given dimension, in this case "round," the category tends to be over-generalized

to other stimuli in that dimension and the form of correctitlg this overgeneralizat _f

becomes crucial. Labeling the category to be learned is an ideal way co mark

hq- VF.1° 1,nhe1ed the ev 1...ed or unmarked contrast

class. If he has, however, then effective teaching seems to require explicit

contrast between the two labels and their referents in the correction procedure.

This findi=ng adds to the general principle demonstrated by Cole (1968) t

much older children and with adults that instructional effects are enhanced if

the conceptual principle being taught is explicitly contrasted with other

developmentally prior principles relating to the same domain.

Probably, contrastive labels do not work with children who do not already

understand the label fairly well for the same reason that an extra exemplar

did not work in the "fat" -'"skinny" study: there are more
things to learn at

once, an added cognitive burden.

Note that multiple verbal contexts on the part of the experimenter

involved multiple action conto::ts on the part of the child. This latter may
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be crucial to the effectiveness of a variety of contexts, although speech and

action factors cannot be disentangled in this experiment. We may have found

a more precise way of understanding the frequent observation that children do

not learn what is irrelevant and that they sometimes do not display their

"true" abi.ities-for want of motivation. If one thinks of the action context

as providing a goal, then the meaning of a particular word included in the

directions becomes a means to this goal. One could say, at a molecular level,

that .the concept has "relevance" i.n a broader task structure and that the

child now has a "reason" to learn its meaning. Recent studies of nonverbal

skill development suggest that, indeed, The goal precedes the means ontoge etica.ly,

and that when a successful means first comes into being it is indissoluble from

the goal which motivated its existence. Only gradually does it become a

separate entity able to bie applied to a variety of ends (Bruner, 1968).

hiyamoto's (1969) study of concept formation among the Zinacanteco Indians

indicates that this principle applies to verbal concepts as well. He found that

the broader the variety of action contexts into which objects fitted in

Zinacanteco culture, the more likely they were to be called similar on the

basis of common class membership and the less likely they were to be called

similar on the basis of association in a common action. In other words,

multiple action contexts seemed conducive to the development of intensive

definitions closely related to the extensive definition at which the "round"

and 'square' training was focused. The implication is that the broader the

variety of ends for which a given concept can be used, then the more likely it

is to achieve an independent life of its own. Surely in everyday life those

concepts most important to action are the ones placed in the greatest variety
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of contexts and thercforc. learned the most thoroughly. The role of familiarity

then becomes that of providing a higher order structure into which th

unfamiliar can be fitted as a necessary component.

There are several types of variety in this study, and variety probably

has several different effects. First all, there is the variety or

nonrepetitiveness of the stimulus displays, a quality which contrasts with

the approach of the first study. Certainly this difference must be partly

responsible for the much more enthusiastic response of the children to the

procedures used to teach the concept "square." At the same 'time, we see that

sheer variety can have adverse effects on learning if it is associated with

increasing the number of things to be mastered simultaneously. One way to

deal with this potential conflict is to ensure mastery of each new element as

arises. Th.is was one strategy in the "square" study. Another way is to

provide a variety of meats. The veLlial an QoaLexl's in

which square" was embedded were familiar and served this function.

All these types of variety--stimulus arrays, -ds, and actions--could

be operating to improve learning through enhancing attentional prOcesses.

Certainly there is a great deal of evidence that variety has this effect

(Fiske and Maddi, 1961). Enhanced attention does not explain, however, why

a variety of verbal :Ind action contexts has a positive effect on learning that

is much larger than that produced by a variety of referents.

The variety of verbal and action contexts certainly promotes the relevance

of the concept, as has been discussed before. Multiple verbal contexts may

also be particularly useful in illustrating the _ntics of terms which have

no stable relation to extralinguistic contexts, that is, to concrete referents.
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Some vocabulary test data indicate that 3 is just such words which pose the

greatest problems for lower-class children hn and Goldste 19b4). The

finding here is consistent with this line of reasoning, for it is fairly well

established that lower -class people tend to rely relatively more on

extralinguisticsontext and relatively less on linguistic context in their use

of language for communication (Greenfield, itt press) .

The 'results of a study by Werner and Kaplan (1950) provide yet another

reason why multiple contexts might be more effective than a single context in

teaching a concept. They found that younger children do not differentiate a

word from verbal context and may regard a given word as carrying the meaning

of the whole or a part of the context. if this is so, then variable contexts

may help in establishing the invariant properties of word and referent.

In terms of preschool education, and compensatory education in particular,

the results of this series of studies seem to indicate that what is said about

concrete experience is more important in the semantic development of analytic

terms than the nature of the experience itself. This conclusion seems to

support Bereiter and Engelmann's (1966) approach to the education of severely

deprived preschool children, for they use a ,ide variety of statement forms or

logical relations in connection with a small variety of concrete referents. On

the other hand, if the action context constitutes a goal which gives relevance

to the words embedded in a related sentence, then use of a given concept in a

wide variety of meaningful situations could be an equally critical factor.

In general, these experiments support the linguistic approach to semantics

rather than the .psychological the relation of words to other words appears

more _ ucial in semantic development than the relation of words to things. They

also provide experimental evidence against preschool ins u _ onal approaches
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which emphas direct experience .tith materials and leave unspecified the

communicative context in which all such experic take place. The study

of ways to teach the meaning of the term "square" to 2- and 3 -year-obis that

has been reported here suggc. that systematic examination of this question

will bear fruitful results.
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Table 1

Analysis of Variance an Covariance for

Change in Knowledge of "Square" from Test to

Retest under One Control and Four Instructional Conditions

Source E g.li alitaSA

Conditions 4 1771 5.7* 17.1 59.8

Error 11 101.3 70,C 252.0 12 81,9

Total 17 278.4 87.i 311.8 16 254,1 .=

ConditiOns

Adjusted

, '4 172.2

* 2 < 01

** 2 < .005

y1

E

= I

40,
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Table 2

Average Percentage of Pre -test Errors

Eliminated After Two Types of Instructional Treatment

For Middle -Class and Lower-Class Children, Separately and Combined

Multiple
Context Treatment

Single
Context Treatment

Lower-class 71% 4 3 5

Children

Mddle-c ass 10CF 2 67 1

Children

Total Group SI% 6 6 .
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Table 3

Rate of Success on t for

Arrays with and without Round Stimuli

Arrays With

Round Stimuli
Arrays Without

Round Stimuli

High Success Rate
(from 28% to 11% above 1

7

Low Success Rate
(from 16% below chance 8

1to 8% above chance)

P < .01, Median "Pest
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Figure Legends

Fig. 1 Some displays to represent concept "fat."

Fig. Sequence of displays used to teach meaning of term "square."

Fig. 3 Displays for tes tin; understanding of term "square."
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Fig. 1 Some displays to represent concept "fat."
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RED

BLACK

BLUE

GREEN

YELLOW

VERBAL AND ACTION CONTEXTS

a. Just fits
b. In can

c. qive to teacher

Fig. 2 Sequence of displays used to teach meaning of term "square."
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Fig. 3 Displays for testing understanding of tern usquar
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The Mel e children with experience in the Henning-Hayweiser study were

randomly distributed among all five groups in the present study. There

was no relationship between participation in that study and our results.

For example, five out of six members of our control group were trained in



tle maze; yet the control group showed no improvement m pre= to

posttest. There was, moreover, no correlation between participation in

our earlier study to teach "round" and participation in the Henni-g-

Hayweiser procedure. Children who had been thr ough the t-maze procedure

weres evenly distributed as possible among the four relevant groups:

"experienced "" verbal contrast, "inexperienced" verbal contrast, "experienced"

no contrast,- "inexperienced" no contrast.


